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I. Purpose of System 

There are several reasons why the U.S. Environmental Protection 

Agency feels that data on environmental levels of electromagnetic 

radiation is needed: (a) the considerable, current controversy over 

the existence of low-level or nonthermal effects of electromagnetic 

radiation (l,1_}; (b) the demonstrated susceptibility of electronic 

devices to the existing environment (1,,1_}; (c} the gross uncertainties 

in estimates of population exposure (l); (d} the rapid growth in the 

number and power of radiation producing devices (_§_); (e) and the need 

to verify or improve predictive exposure models (~,z_). In order to 

obtain-the required-data-and to determin~ the need for standards, EPA 

is conducting an environmental nonionizing radiation measurements 

program. The first phase of this effort was concentrated on field 

and -a.na lyti caJ- -studies .. 'of s·el ected_ ·high_ power sour.c.es .. .:_::_Jhese .. sour_c.es- __ _ 

have·;-i-ncluded':ai.rcraft-~(8) ,:c-alr £rafftc-=~-ontr.oi'::{2:); 'a.nd :mi:litary·:radar-:: _ · 

(1Q)::;: :-s~atelli te; "communicatto_ns_;_~sys tems-~(U ):;~_-a_nd _:_UHF J5roadcas_t.:::.Sys terns_..:~~.'.:: 

(~). Generally, the survey instrumentation used in the field studies 

were broad band, high level, power density detectors. The purpose of 

this paper is to describe the instrumentation developed for the second 

phase of· the program, a system for measuring and analyzing the multi

source general electromagnetic environment. 

II. Basic Requirements of the System 

On the basis of the desired aspects of data interpretation for 

these measurements, a set of basic requirements was developed. The 
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frequency range of the equipment should encompass all bands of 

interest from an exposure point of view. This means a fundamental 

detection capability from VLF to approximately 10 GHz or X-Band. Table 

l shows the bands of preliminary interest in our study. These partic

ular bands were selected primarily on the basis of highest potential 

environmental field intensities. The sensitivity of the system should 

be adequate for measuring relatively weak signals in order to ascertain 

the relative contribution to the total exposure picture from all signals. 

Frequency resolution was not a particularly critical factor; however, 

adequate selectivity should be used to allow differential evaluation of 

signal-components -in -a- given -band.--- Stability -corrrnensurate with typical 

monitoring times was deemed to be sufficient. 

Since previous work revealed the difficulty of making accurate 

field ~_ampl-i tude._measur.-ements __ :{J 2.;]1) \'!~: have:concentr.ated_.on. the ability __ _ 

to accurately measure-the -s·ignal__1 s field -strength -or power-densHy, 

. i. e /,_:to= d:eter:m.ine,,-the _:actuaJ ....:.eiposur:e .. _;produced.:.:byi si__gna]:s-.:iin: various:::::.:: 

bands. The desired accuracy is to-be obtained with carefully calibrated 

antennas, using specially devised antennas where necessary. Considera

tion was given to the polarizations of different signals. Figure 1 

illustrates conceptually the problem of determining the effective field 

·strength of a signal where the resultant electric field_ vector is the 

vector sum of three mutually orthogonal components. Thus in certain 

cases, the use of an antenna sensitive to only one polarization is not 

desirable. 
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Another important requirement for the system was that of data analysis. 

The system was to incorporate a method for acquiring spectral amplitude 

data, correcting this data for system response functions, and analyzing 

the data for the pertinent information desired, providing if possible, 

an on-the-spot indication of results after some appropriate processing. 

This, in the field processing feature, would also minimize the possi

bility of undetected hardware or operator error at the field site. 

The last major system requirement was that of mobility so that 

environmental evaluations could be· performed at many locations through

out the country. 

III. A generalized block diagram of-the final measurement system is 

shown in figure 2. In essence the system is composed of a scanning 

spectrum analyzer with several different types of antenna systems, 

dependj.ng.,on_: the -parti cul ar-.• band:..cof interest,,- .inter.faced .to .a,·mini ... ~ ... 

computer.c:data·-acqui sit ion system. _Similar, arrangements- ·have been. pro

posed'.'.'°'.(14 kaBd _:are bei ng:.used~_;i.n~: survej·llance_::applications.;:.from.::a;::.;- ._: 

spectrum -management viewpoi-nt (li,.l.§J. Analog signal.amplitude infor...; 

mation from the spectrum analyzer is digitized and input to the mini

computer where it is subsequently operated on by data correction and 

/ analysis routines., Trigger and timing signals are generated and 

sensed by the computer to provide effective control of the spectrum 

analyzer. Other signals under-program control are also provided for 

other events such as antenna switching. 
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IV. Antennas 

Table 2 lists the different antennas to be used with the system 

according to the different monitoring bands. In each case the antenna 

of selection provides, within reasonable limits, an accurate measure 

of the total, resultant field amplitude at any measurement point. In 

order to make maximum use of the spectrum analyzer as a scanning 

receiver, the antennas used exhibit an omni-directional characteristic 

for those bands routinely containing many signals. In this fashion the 

analyzer may be repetively swept over the given band and used to measure 

the amplitude of all signals in the band, regardless of the particular 

direction from·which the signal approaches. Also, the antennas have 

been selected for being responsive to the significant polarization 

components in the bands of interest. 

For ~fr,equencj.es-Anc the JO_ kHz==:-to: appr:o~imately.::60- MHz:.::ta.nge,--:-...a- __ 

verticah.monopole-.antenna:.with :an act.i:ve·:impedance-"matching c:ci_rcuit · at- _-- 0 

the :.base.'"ts-=- used .. :_,::.~Th i ~;:-iantenncFds·- ref e:renced~;;.t-0' aJsma l:'J,:s::squane:,ground,.,.;~~.> 

plane and is used to monitor signals mainly in the AM standard broadcast 

band. Because of minimal wave tilt in AM broadcast signals, the verti~ 

cally polarized antenna provides in a single measurement, the true 

field amplitude. As the frequency increases above approximately 2 MHz 

into the HF band, significant signal depolarization occurs, and a single 

measurement of the vertical field component is no longer sufficient for 

an accurate measurement. 
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A combination of three mutually orthogonal dipoles is used for 

measurements in the VHF television and FM broadcast bands. By making 

separate field intensity measurements from each dipole and then 

finding the vector sum for each signal the resultant field intensity is 

obtained regardless of the incoming wave polarization. This feature is 

particularly important in· the FM broadcast band, since many FM stations 

now use dual polarization with vertical field strengths in some instances 

5 dB greater than the horizontal values {lZ_). In actual practice, a 

complete scan of the band is performed with one dipole connected, 

before electronically switching to the next dipole. Thus measurements 

of Ex, Ey, and Ez.are_to be repetitivelymade-ina sequential fashion. 

where upon the resultant electric field strength or power density is 

determined. By operating the dipoles significantly below resonance, a 

fa i rl y~~-u11i form Jrequen~Y-· re_spons_e:':i s~ obtafoed".-::~·,-rwo -:sets-"=of- these-:< : 

antennas·.-are :used--:depehding:..on~ whetner:::the :Tow-VHF-=r,rand ~EM band;are -._· . 

bei rig-:: scanned--;-:or.~~-the -·ntgtt~·,Vj-lF ·';,T-V. band :.:i-s '. be:i ng-·measured .,, 'r-.In tne 0 ca-se:-_.:_:_-::--"-

of te 1 evi si oh signals -only two horizontal orthogonal di po 1 es are 

necessary to accomplish the required task, since depolarization of the 

horizontally transmitted TV signal is not significant at relatively 

short distances from the station. Using the system of three orthogonal 

dipoles, with an average gain figure {18) an isotropic response with 

approximately 2 dB uniformity has been obtained. 

Two different vertical coaxial dipole antennas are used for the 

land mobile bands. Gains above a A/4 radiator of O dB and 3 dB are used 
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in the VHF and UHF bands respectively. 

A col111llercial type of television receiving antenna is used for 

measurements in the UHF TV spectrum. It consists of a horizontally 

polarized~ linear dipole array which exhibits a directional gain of 

about 5 dBi ac~oss the UHF band (dB above an isotrope). This antenna 

was selected over an alternative of crossed dipoles in order to provide 

an adequate gain across the band. It was found that when the dipole 

length was shortened enough to allow reasonable non~resonant operation 

across most of the band, the effective area became so small as to 

adversely affect overall system sensitivity, except for exceptionally 

intense signals. Signal peaking is accomplished by use of a rotator on 

top of a telescoping antenna mast. 

A pair of small, saw-tooth, planar, log periodics are used in the 

frequency -ra.nge-,.Qf. l~to--10 GHz ~=-~·.Jwo s i gna]-:--0ab l esi;prov.i de-~:outputJrom:~-,:,;,, 

both. the .hori zonta·l ly- -and verttca'.lly -mounted-antennas: which .--are ;also-~'.c.,.c. 

rota,table~.:from~;-i.nside.-the-,van .==A nomina·~-;_;g.:: aB:i-:.gai nJ;is-, appa'½~nt-,over:.::::::":::· 

their frequency range. 

V. Detection Hardware 

The principle detection equipment consists of a Hewlett Packard 

spectrum analyzer mainframe with variable persistence display and a 

number of plug-in RF sections to provide a total detection range from 

20 Hz to 18 GHz. Normally the narrow band signal peak height is taken 

as the received signal's power except in the case of broadband radar 

spectra where determination:of the impulse bandwidth, PRF, and pulse 

7 
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width are necessary to accurately obtain the peak and average exposure 

levels. 

An additional device to be us·ed in high intensity radar measure

ments is the high speed Biomation transient recorder. The recorder 

actually consists of a very high speed (TOO MHz} analog-to-digital con

verter (ADC} and its own 2048 word core memory and timing circiutry. 

By using a broadband diode detector connected to an antenna, a de 

voltage replica of the radar's signal is obtained which can be digitized 

and stored in the memory. By using a dual time base mode, the pulse 

width and PRF may be determined directly from a single recorder sweep. 

Figure 3 gives an illustrative example of this type of display where 

the pulse width is seen on the left and the PRF is apparent on the right. 

The time scale on the left half of the screen in 4 µsec/division and on 

the ~r.ight;·:haJ f,:rs.- ~~ 0msec/di·v :showJng~·a·-l0-1-1sec=,wi-de.,lli.l~ se~ at- .a:...rep·-~rat~~-~:'."'· · -

of .. l;-:kHz . .::~.,.._:By judfo1ous0 rlloi:.ce- of= tr~i gger::-:::levels,:..:""'lhe .maximum ·ampUtude_:.:;.::·~ 

of rota tfng~ ·radar'- beartiS=~an --be- rtieasur:e:d.:.:'=:A l so\~ ::pul s·e1-wJdths:.:_frDm=_more~i2--:= 

than one radar may be determined simultaneously. 

VI. Data Acquisition Equipment 

One of the main selection criteria for the data acquisition system 

was the development time necessary for preparing application software 

by personnel not previously familiar with real time programming tas.ks. 

For this reason a system oriented around an interactive interpreter with 

extensive hardware control under an extended version of BASIC (EBASIC} 

was chosen: It was deemed more important to get a·number of conceptual 
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acquisition and analysis processes actually operating on the computer 

in a fairly short period of programming time with the relatively long 

processing time associated with an interpreter as opposed to spending a 

long time preparing few programs which execute very rapidly. 

Figure 4 is a block diagram of the data acquisition system. The 

system is configured around a Varian Data Machines central processing 

unit (CPU) with a 750 nsec cycle time and 32 K of 16 bit word core 

memory. A 123 K word, fixed head, disc provides high speed mass 

storage for the system operating software, programs, and data. 

Additional slow·access mass storage is provided by a dual transport 

digital magnetic cassette unit. A large screen CRT is used to display 

alphanumeric and graphic data while a standard ASR-33 teletype is the 

main communication link between the operator and the system. To 

f aci ldtale~..:;'i nterfaci-flg: to; othe.r:lns truments~;-'"iF consute;.·;is:=- pro vi ded='=f-or _ _'".:..:.._: 

access ,,t-o:, vari-ousf-~a:rdwar.e~-e.a tunes--~:0f. the sys tern-: whi c-h.,..fnc l ude~ 0 ai;:J 3:.:-ol.tc,-=_:~-·c:--::::--=--:?·, 

reso0l-ution:~ ADC ffful ti plexea-=to: l -6~, cha mie ls··,--C:two ti i-gita.1~-=tcf,..aila lo~ ton-~~:,--:; 

verters (one 14 bit and the other 10 bit resolution) for outputting 

voltages, ~ingle bit inputs for sensing the status of various events, 

and electronically switched, control outputs. Additionally two channels 

of digital output and one channel of digital parallel 16 bit input are 

available. An interface connects the transient recorder for computer 

controlled high speed pulse acquisition and digital data transfer to 

main memory. Figure 5 is a photograph of the system in the laboratory. 
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A hard copy unit to the right of the system provides finished hard copy 

output from the CRT display. 

Connection to the spectrum analyzer is accomplished via the 

interface console when a trigger signal is developed by one of the 

digital-to-analog converters, and conversely the analog amplitude 

signal from the analyzer is read in via one of the ADC 1 s multiplexed 

channels. Since the Hewlett Packard analyzer conveniently allows for 

provision of an external trigger, provides a time base ramp signal for 

timing purposes, and has an output ·proportional· to beam deflection on 

the analyzer's display, a very straightforward interface is possible. 

The key io simplicity in the overall system, however, is the power 

of the Varian extended BASIC software. Besides the normal programming 

instructions in BASIC, extentions have been included to operate all 

per·ipher~l=.:-hardwar.e"'vi a call S::. to::assembly ... l a_nguage :·subrout:ines ~;",,cThi s~~T;;-.., 

a 11 ows ·r.apidcc.program_-devel opment :.through .interactive .communication with~.·:. i ·. 

the syste!Th and yet yery- fast~j nput"-·output:~{110)·~ _op~ra:tfon~1-;:;A. br.iefr-,~~ 

surrmary of the more useful software features includes: 

(a) Versatile I/0 commands for acquiring and outputting analog and 

digital data; 

( b) Program and data file handling on both the disc and cassette; 

and 

(c) Graphic display routines. 
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VII. Analysis Techniques and Representative Data 

Table 3 lists the main features of the data ·acquisition and 

analysis procedures we have developed. These features include: (1) 

an absolute power calibration of the spectrum analyzer so that received 

antenna power is correctly indicated; (2) signal averaging via software . 

. whereby spectral powers represented on a logarithmic scale in dBm are 

converted to absolute power, summed, averaged, and then converted back 

to dBm format for display purposes; (3) peak power retention programs to 

retain the peak, or maximum, signal power ever observed over·some 

specified monitoring time; (4) measurement of elapsed monitoring time 

via reference-to the CPU'-s-real time clock;- {-5) spectral power integra-

tion where signal powers may be summed across a given band yielding a 

measure of the total exposure power; (6) programs for measuring band 

occupancy,,tq, determine· the pe.rcentage.~,ot:.· time·, that'Signals ,,exjst. duri:ng·1pr:-

a given~ ,obser¥ation per-i.od-;::{-7) antenna~ca 1 tbrations:Zto~ arr.ive~at' proper~":--::_-__ _ 

corre-c-ti:on~-facto.rs::..a:to.:. app ly·-~tbi received; ~ower4or <letennlnin~r ifi.e l a-;~::-:...--i 

strength-or-power. density. ··This calibration phase will be accomplished 

in the near future at the Institute for Telecommunication Sciences by 

comparison of the system output to accurately calibrated field strength 

instrumentation certified by NBS; (8) statistical treatment of the data 

to determine the length of monitoring time required at any given loca-

tion to yield the required confidence in measurements of mean spectral 

power; (9) CRT data display routines for plotting processed data and 
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indicating pertinent control settings; and (10) routines for storage 

of spectral monitoring data on digital cassettes. 

Examples of typical system outputs before antenna corrections are 

made, are shown in figures 6 through 12. The data were collected at 

our laboratory in Silver Spring, Maryland, and are displayed in terms 

of relative received power. Figure 6 is a plot of the AM standard 

broadcast band showing the relative average signal power vs. frequency. 

In this case 45 spectral scans were made during an 8 minute observation 

_ period. Amplitude data was sampled 500 times during each scan ·providing 

good frequency resolution. An analyzer bandwidth of 3 kHz was used. 

The rising amplitude at the far left is due to an improperly adjusted 

local oscillator feed through signal. 

Figure 7 is a similar plot for the FM broadcast band for 25 scans 

butlal so- :-S·hows·~the ·fntegrati'bahd -·-pow~r'-'as·wel l,;=-1 Fi gur._e~ B-·shows:-,-s-imi'l ar" ~~"'

databfbr-,lhe'-H1. oa"rid.:,:but<wi:th::. lhe ~a'ddtt:torLbf .. fl:"".P lo~; b.L the :.pe:rcenta:ge:':::: ·· 0 

standar.d:i-rlevi::ation;: of, the m·eaff:--ampljtuae:,anrl--:eic::-4>lob bf~ the -meam,:pfos;:: :,=~:.::-

one standard deviation of the sampled data. Stability of the signals 

is obvious in that the curves for the mean and the mean plus one 

_ standard deviation are virtually coincident. An indication of the 

percentage standard deviation in the measurement of integral spectral 

power is also shown on the right beside the caption"% Integral." 

Figure 9 is an identical plot except that the mean and the mean plus 
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10 standard deviations of the data are plotted. Still there is not 

that much variation in the data. 

Figure 10 shows a plot of mean and peak spectral power for the 

150 to 160 MHz land mobile band which contains highly variable signals. 

Figure 11 plots the mean and one standard deviation of the data and 

the percentage standard deviation of the mean. After 80 scans and 37 

minutes elapsed monitoring time the mean integral power has a 70 p~r-·

cent standard deviation while of course the actual signal components 

are varying widely. A measure of the land mobile band occupancy over a 

13 minute period is seen in figure 12. The mean exposure power is a 

function of the amount of time each signal is on th~ air and its 

amplitude during that time. Thus, signals with high amplitude and low 

occurrence may contribute less average exposure than signals with 

rel ati-ve-;ly~--~Q.wet:-::..amp li t_ua_e~i>tit-~.;,fai rly~ .c9_nstant'=":clurat-ion ·. =-=-: 

The- ques-tiontofo s-ta-t-:i s-tl ca1i:treatmenEof:. the· aata~~s;s"t:i l~t'-'ilnae~.,:,:~_ 

revi ew~·and .the f-,ioa·l ~,eya luat-fon~ depend:s:;ri-to~ at-J a-rge- extent1:::on ,. a-ctual~;;:;:.J 

experience in measuring signal activity in different bands. (l~J-

However, one of the desired outputs is an indication of the required 

monitoring time at any given location before the acquired information 

is within acceptable error limits. We have observed that the mean 

integral exposure power converges much more rapidly than the mean of 

the individual spectral compotients, indicating that'measures of broad

band exposure may be made somewhat more rapidly than waiting for all 

frequency components to fall within some chosen level of confidence. 

.··-. ~ _.;;. ___ . 
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Table 4 is a print out of data taken on radom noise signals.· The 

following columns of data are printed: 11 N11 
- the number of scans; 

11 Mean 11 
- the mean power in mW; 11 %··oata 11 

- the maximum percentage 

standard deviation of the spectral mean value; 11 % Integral" - the 

percentag~ standard deviation of the mean integral power; 11 N Prime"· -

the expected number of data values required for the error in the mean 

integral power measurement to be within 1% based on the t-distribution 

(this corresponds to the number of scans for this to occur since one 

value is obtained on each scan); and 11 X(I) 11 
- the Nth value of the scan 

integral power. Though the table contains much information the 

interesting point is that the value at N Prime, or the expected number 

of scans to reach a 1% value for the standard deviation of the mean 

integral power coincides with the actual scan number on which the% 

-Intetr.at~ol umn: -dusf-reached ~1 %: ~'Thus:~- -this· :or- some .,s.i-mnar~ .:.t-reatment_:__---~ 

wi 11,.,_JJ"ei used£=t,a spec¥¥-.lhe l!xtent,:.,0L r,equi:.r~d>,data;za..c.quJs~ct::i.orL f :o:r ~ °"" . 

It is important, however, to characterize the signal environment 

before applying extensive statistical analyses in order to ensure the 

validity of the statistical models (e.g., in reality the mean integral 

power spectra is a time dependent function, and it is not clear yet 

about the nature of the amplitude distribution as a function of time 

and day for highly erratic bands). 

• .: • - _,,.1 
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VIII. Measurement Program Implementation 

The measurement system described is presently being installed in 

a 27 foot Travco van for portable operation in various metropolitan 

areas. A pneumatically, air-operated 26 foot telescoping mast attached 

to the rear of the van will be used for elevating the antennas for mon

itoring. Two separate 6 kW electric generators are used to provide on

board power; one unit powers all utilities such as air conditioning, 

heating, lights, etc., the other unit is dedicated to the instrumenta

tion. 

Presently plans are being made to deploy the van in January of 

next year. Initial monitoring locations are being chosen on the basis 

of RF source densities, population, and weather. Exact details on the 

number of sampling sites within any given city and the times of day for 

monitoring .have not been set .... , The exact] ocation--Of moni taring -sites 

wi thin_each. ctty wil 1- be- dependent-.on, the distdbution .of sour_c_es in 

each=-=mreqrreney:::::ba:_nd;;:;0f _;fote~est."··- ... 
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FREQUENCY 

10 - 2 MHz 

54 - 88 MHz 

88 - 108 MHz 

150 - 162 MHz 

174 - 216 MHz 

450 - 470 MHz 

470 - 806 MHz 

l - 10 GHz 

Table l 

INITIAL MONITORING BANDS OF 

PRINCIPLE 
. . I . 
l,1• ) ' 

. ·
1
·11 1 I 

1 n 
V L F C O MM U N l en T I O N S 

; ,, i 1··. 
l 11 
'. , I· 

LOW VHF TEU1E,VfSION 
·,Ji . ! 

FM BROADCAST 

VHF LAND MOBILE 

AND AM STANDAND BROADCAST 

BROADCAST 

HIGH VHF TELEVISION BROAbCAST 
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APPLICATION 
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LANO MOBILE 
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RADAR 

Table 2 

ANTENNAS 

DESCRIPTION 

~I, :.1 j 

ACTIVE VERTICAL MONOPOLE 

ORTHOGONAL DIPOLES 

ii . I 

VERTICAL COAXIAL DIPOLES 
., I .... 

1 
J,. I r' 

DIRECTIONAL YAGI (HORIZONTALLY POLARIZED) 

VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL SAW-TOOTH, PLANAR LOG PERIODICS 



Table 3 

FEATURES OF DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS 

ABSOLUTE POWER CALIBRATION 

SIGNAL AVERAGING - DETERMINATION OF MEAN POWER SPECTRA 

PEAK POWER RETENTION 

ELAPSED MONITORING TIME MEASUREMENT 

SPECTRAL POWER INTEGRATION 

PER CENT OCCUPANCY MEASUREMENT 

ANTENNA CALIBRATION 

CRT DATA DISPLAY 

DIGITAL CASSETTE DATA STORAGE 

' I 
I i 
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Table 4 

STATISTICAL SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF RANDOM NOISE 
I' I ',, ; 
'• I I 

1 SIGMA CONFIDENCE LEVEL 1 "PRECISION 

N MEAN 

2 1. 625G4E-05 
4 7.65840E-05 
6 7.G9805E-S5 

.8 . 7. 72l28E-85 
18 7.69721E-05 
12 7. 75870E-05 
14 7.74J12E-05 
16 . 7.65314E-G5 
18 7.G722~E-05 
20 7. 7152JE-05 
22 7. 7G60SE-05 
2~ 7. 753~1E-93 
26 7. ·74~51E-05 
20 1.1ea15~-05 
30 7.80J02E-03 
32 7.78167E-85 
14 7. 7746JE•05 
35 7.77750E•05 
JG 7. 77130£-05 
40 7. 7G802E•05 
42 7. 77813E-05 
44 7. 78531E•05 
46 ?, 786l5E-05 
48 7. 79199E-03 
50 7, 78049E-03 
02 7. 7792?E-0~ 

.·11 ,, 
I i, . ; 

X DATA X INTEGRAL N PRIME X (I) 

l. 44G1l 
2. 42523 
2. 80556 
2. 04946 
2. 08809 
1. 95671 
~- 59394 
1.~i00J 
1.44467 
1.40236 
1.l~iS89 
1. 24984 
1. 10593 
1.26813 
1. 20ilG 
1.~7016 
1. 11451 
1.05182 
1. ~2012 
. 5172818 
• 92922 
. 902987 
. 064005 
• 02955G 
. 843299 
. 830544 

2~7516 7. 88779E-85 
2l. 527 8. 0G023E-85 "----
26. 0974 8.18987E-05 
33. 6025 _ : 8. 35l14E-05 
43. G.012 ... ~·G. 92432E-S5 
41. 3685 . . /'. 8. l7261E-05 
J~.s,92~· 1.·12a1eE-s~. 
41.G~84 7.185l0E-95 
l7.5G73 ·?.67663E-05 
39.3323 -~?.G8S45E-05 
40 .. 5652 8.06l45E-05 
J?.4906 7.55298E-05 
44.l422 6.?9919E-85 
~5. 8284 . ·: 8. 282GlE-05 
~3. 2982 ·1. 7081JE-05 
43. 8172 7. 98641E-05 
42.2329 ?.95410E-05 
39.8279 7.86~81E-05 
39.5452 ~7.22584E-05 
37.855 7. 88327E-05 
36.2649 7. 99382£-05 
35.8769 7. 54477E-05 
.J4. 3456 ? . 90210E-05 
33. 0J26 7. 81993E-05 
35.5576 6.810S7E-05 
35. 86~7 8. 25714E-05 
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~ f '! Fig. 7 MEAN SPECTRAL POWER OF FM BAND 1 ,., . ·;.,. . . ~ . 
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Fig. a MEAN SPECTRAL POWER OF FM BAND 
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Fig. g MEAN SPECTRAL POWER OF FM BAND 
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